We will teach you how to
capture the feeling underwater!!
Our Underwater Videographer Specialty Course is designed to teach the student how
to capture moving images from under the sea. Moving in a multitude of dimensions, our
students will be able to learn the basics of shooting underwater video, including camera
maintenance & care, hazards, shooting angles, composition, light considerations and white
balance. In our “What Went Wrong?” segment, we will look at several video clips to determine
how avoid common mistakes, thereby shortening the learning curve. Our Students will also
learn shot sequencing & story line techniques in order to create a short film they can be proud
to show their family & friends!
Learning how to properly take video underwater combines sound buoyancy skills with an
artistic flair. The course enables each of our students to utilize their creativity & imagination to
produce a film based on the amazing creatures and topography found beneath the surface.
Given the fact there is so much to see and appreciate underwater, each film produces images
that actually freeze time; they will never again be seen in exactly the same way.

Our course includes the following:





One Classroom Session
Three Open Water Dives
Two Video Review Sessions
Certification Card

Taught by PADI GO Pro Video Champion Trux
Terkla, our Underwater Videographer Course will
teach

you

camera

tips,

techniques

and

maintenance. We discuss the advantages of videography and how moving images enhance
those provided by still photography.

We educate you regarding proper resolution, basic

editing techniques, white-balance adjustment and color loss underwater. During our dives,
we’ll also explore macro shots including proper focus & composition.
Our course will show you how to avoid flooding in order to preserve your equipment, while
providing you an excellent opportunity to further hone your skills and confidence, as you bring
the beauty from under the sea, to the surface. This course also counts as one more step
toward your Master Scuba Diver Certification.

Be sure to join us!

